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We’re having way too
much fun

Phyllis Pockrus KI7JWS and Carl Pockrus WE7OMG, enjoying a jovial moment with Santa K7BUX at the annual UVARC Christmas Potluck.
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Club meetings
Recap

December 2021 club “meeting” ‒ Annual Christmas Potluck

Thanks to the organizer Wendy Shoop KW3NDY, and the many who helped set up and clean
up, we had one of the best Christmas potluck gatherings of all time. She even set up a coloring and activity table for the little ones. A few brought their latest gear to show off. You can
see a few photos from the potluck starting page 9. Congrats to the winners of our chili cookoff
that night, especially Daylon Dean WB6KIT, who took home first place! A huge thanks to Santa
K7BUX for traveling all the way from the North Pole to attend our little feast, to Joe Costello
WH6QV for taking the photos, and his wife Michelle KI7HBP for providing the music. A big
thanks to Heath Stevenson, Orem City Emergency Manager, for making the Senior Friendship
Center available for our get-together. Most of all, thanks to YOU for coming and making it a
special and fun night for all of us.

January 2022 club meeting ‒ Understanding the waterfall

On a dare, Joy Leavitt K7NJY, brand-new ham (and daughter of Bryce Anderson K7UA/SK), gave
us an engaging, informative, and well-thought-out presentation for our first 2022 club meeting. She uncovered the mystery and beauty behind the waterfall that’s on many of our HF radios and the web SDR, helping us to know how to use one and why one can come in handy, especially in an emergency. You can see the recording of the meeting here.
By the way, many of our past meetings are recorded and posted on the club YouTube channel.
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Silent Key
Memorial for a ham who has passed on

Pat Holman, N4PAT
On Saturday 04 December 2021, Pat Holman
N4PAT became a silent key at age 61, his wife Jan
and six children by his bedside.

The following is an excerpt from his obituary:
Pat was a natural-born leader and collector of people. He loved taking people under his wing and
helping them go on to achieve great things in their
lives. Nobody was too small or unimportant for
Pat's love and assistance.
Pat’s family says he’s a hard-working dad who
could fix just about everything. But his kids know
him as a fun dad, and will miss him terribly. Several UVARC members have made mention that
they had worked with Pat at Novell, and came to know him as a focused worker, a leader, and
a friend.
In spite of his medical challenges, Pat was active in family preparedness and emergency communication, having
checked in often with the Lindon ERC net. Even when he
wasn't directly involved with ham at the moment, he
often had his radio nearby. During one occasion, his
nephew Boyd Timothy KBØYD was attempting to do a
SOTA activation up Butterfield Peak, when he realized
the bicycle climb was a lot harder and colder than expected. So, Boyd called his uncle Pat to get on the radio
to help make a quick SOTA contact for his minimum, and Pat gladly did that right away.

Pat said that he felt really accomplished to have
passed all three ham radio exams (on different
months), and that gave him a feeling of empowerment, to further help others who might be
struggling or need a hand.
73, Pat. You’ll be greatly missed by all of us.
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Silent Key
Memorial for a ham who has passed on

Venus Cederstrom, KB7FXB
On Tuesday 04 January 2022, our beloved Venus
Cederstom KB7FXB and Utah Ham Radio Matriarch,
became a silent key at age 96.

Venus was born in May 1925, downtown Salt Lake
City near the Federal Building. Thanksgiving Day
1934 found her homeless, however, with her dad
looking for work. She remembers turning 9 on the
road, near Denver. Venus grew up in Salt Lake City,
where she and her sister LaVon were close their entire lives. Eventually, Venus married, but after her
husband passed away, she “took off for parts unknown” to get away and grieve.
Venus went to work at the Dugway civilian base for
13 years, where she refused to carry a firearm, so an MP had to drive her to her post each day.
At 45, she retired from Dugway with a medical disability, and found herself constantly in rehabilitation. Eventually, she found somebody to teach her how to swim through the rehab program. She got a job at the post office in downtown Salt Lake, where she worked for 15 years,
and met her last husband there.
Her oldest son-in-law Thomas Romano was into CB, and her second-oldest son-in-law was John
Luker WB7QBC. The two were instrumental in helping Venus get the code down, to get licensed as a Novice in 1991. Up to the time she passed away, Venus still had her Novice call
sign, KB7FXB. Later that same year, she got her Technician license. She got her General license
in 1992, and held it for quite a long time, but had never once used her General privileges.
When Venus turned 79, she felt like she needed to prove to herself that she can still upgrade
while in my advanced youth. She took an Extra course from Ron Speirs K7RLS, and was the
oldest person in the classroom. She finally got the Extra ticket in 2004. Today, Venus has been
the friendly, welcoming, motherly voice that could be heard on many local repeaters, introducing herself as Venus, like the planet, and reminded us to take care of number one.
Venus grew up a member of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, yet began
viewing religion a little more independently
in her later years. I’m no longer a member
of the Mormon Church, but I’m a spiritual
person, she would say occasionally. Still,
her LDS Church membership had always
remained intact, in the local ward where
she lived.
One time, on a prompting from Mick Dettmer W7CAT of Jackson Hole, Wyoming, a
friend called John Vuyk, Venus’s bishop,
and told him she needed some help. That
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Silent Key
Venus Cederstrom, KB7FXB

started a long-term relationship between Bishop Vuyk and her, which included sending the
young men over to mow the lawn, clear the weeds, and remove the juniper bushes.
Among Venus’s best friends is a dog named Bentley, owned by one of Venus’s granddaughters, whom Venus always called “Carrie daughter.” Her Carrie daughter lives just a few houses
away, and Venus knew she could call on her when there was an immediate need.
While at home, getting ready for a bath one day, Venus slipped in her bathroom and hurt herself, unable to pick herself back up. When she realized that she had left her cell phone in the
next room, she started shouting out for help. Of course, nobody could hear her, so she tried
to figure out what she could do, to get somebody’s attention and get help. Hours went by, and
Venus was out of ideas. Then, the thought occurred to her, to try and get Bentley’s attention.
Venus said she concentrated really hard, and through her thoughts, tried to communicate with
Bentley, as though he could hear her. At the same time, Bentley, several doors away, started
jumping up and down at her Carrie daughter’s front door, making quite a fuss, according to
Venus, as if he wanted to go outside. It was unusual for Bentley to want to go out that time of
day, so Carrie daughter followed him, as he took off and made a beeline for Venus’s house.
Carrie daughter knocked, then pounded on Venus’s door, but there was no
answer, so she tried calling Venus. Still
no answer, so Carrie daughter
grabbed the key to Venus’s front door,
got inside, and called the paramedics,
who came and took Venus to the hospital. Venus said she believes she and
Bentley shared some other-worldly
connection, and owes her life to him.
When asked whether the thought
crossed her mind that this could have
been the end for her, Venus replied,
The Lord has a work for me to do, and
He’ll take me when I’m through.
Venus shared a special friendship with
Nick Wille KC2CU, and the two talked,
ate, argued, and walked together quite
often. On the radio, Nick would say
something to pick on her, and Venus
might just not talk with him for weeks,
but we all knew they were still the best
of friends, and Venus missed Nick
dearly when he passed away.
Other close and trusted friends included Nick “My Man Friday” and Tom
Jones W7TGC and Doug Mauer
WE7BBQ.
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Silent Key
Venus Cederstrom, KB7FXB

Venus was very fond of her ham radio community, and
often attended the Utah VHF Society swap meet (where
she even won the grand prize one year), the UARC Steak
Fry, the 76ers Annual Picnic, and even the 76ers Ice
Cream Social when she could. Her home radio was almost always set on scan, so that she could jump into an
interesting conversation, on the Intertie, the ‘62, the
‘76, the ‘78, and the ‘94 repeaters. She would check in
regularly with the 76ers Net and the Jackson Hole Net,
plus others.
At one point, Venus reported a strange problem, in that
her radio transmissions could only be heard during the
day. Noji Ratzlaff KNØJI drove out to her place, to check
out the issue, and replaced her mobile base radio with
the mobile radio that Nick KC2CU once used daily, and
had left to a worthy ham after he passed away. This
seemed to solve the problem for a year, but the same
thing started happening again the following summer.
Noji returned to Venus’s house with an analyzer, only to
find that her IsoPole Antenna filled with wasps coming home every evening, throwing off her
SWR, causing her mobile radio to go into fold-back (apparently, the two mobile radios had different fold-back thresholds.) As soon as he replaced her antenna with a Pockrus J-pole, the
problem disappeared, this time for good.
When Venus wanted to be alone, she often retreated to her “quiet place” behind the garden
fence in her back yard, and sat among the trees and the vines, and talked with the Lord. Hers
is yet another friendly voice that many of us are going to miss for a long time.
73, Venus. Rest in peace, dear friend.
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My Shack
Highlighting the shack (ham equipment and room) of a member, to
give others an idea of the possibilities that might work for them

Trevor Holyoak, AG7GX
Back in the 1970s and 1980s, Trevor was a teen
who often watched his dad do CW. Dad was into
building his own transmitters and receivers, and
eventually made a career out of electronics because of it. Trevor, too, had a technical mind, but
leaned more toward computers. He dabbled in
electronics, starting with his Radio Shack 101
Electronics kit, which included the ability to create his own "FM radio station." That excited him,
even though the transmissions could barely be
heard by somebody as close as his next-door
neighbor.
Eventually, Trevor got licensed as KD7GHI, along
with his wife, who became KD7GHO. At the time,
they couldn't afford much more than a dual-band
VHF / UHF radio, but Trevor wanted to get into
APRS. Excited about getting out and doing things
with amateur radio, the two decided to attend
Field Day with UARC one year, and got totally
rained out.
In 2015, my bishop asked me to become ham-licensed. But, when I told him I already was, he
recommended me to the stake, and they called me to be the Stake Emergency Preparedness
Specialist. Trevor said he’s held that calling to this day.
It wasn't long before Trevor earned his General license, and eventually, his Extra. To this day,
he enjoys contesting with his Yaesu FT-991 on an end-fed 160-meter to 6-meter antenna,
along with a telescopic portable antenna, 100-watt solar unit, and a shed with solar panels and
a charge controller. He still has a dualband VHF / UHF radio, which he uses
with his J-pole. Trevor says the digital
comes easy for him, and still works with
APRS, but has also added PSK31, JT65,
FT8, C4FM, DMR, and Pi-Star to his list of
modes he enjoys. Other radios of his include some Baofeng HTs, a QYT mobile
radio, and a Yaesu VX-5R.
Trevor currently serves as UVARC's Technology Specialist, being the one responsible for meeting videos and sending out
notices about club activities.
— 73 from AG7GX
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Amateurs in Action
Recounts of ham radio operators who have used their time and
skills to help others in a time of need

Seizure in Exmoor
Just before 11 pm, on the warm summer Friday of 18 August 2017, Mike Everett M6MGE
of Bristol, UK, was sitting at home with his
radio tuned to the local (GB3WR) repeater.
Suddenly, a request for help from a man
camping in Exmoor, over 60 miles away,
came over his radio. The caller announced
that his 12-year-old daughter May was suffering from an epileptic seizure, and needed
immediate medical help, but they had no cell
signal where his family was staying.

Mike Everett M6MGE

I'm a home amateur radio operator, and we just use it to chat to people around the country
and further afield, said Mike. But very occasionally something happens like this. I've been licensed for five years and this is the first time I've ever had to do this. Some people would be a
bit hesitant, but I was more than happy to help.
The 24-year-old electronics student heard the call made by Jon Matthews G6ASK, who had taken his mobile radio with him when he and his family went camping at Exmoor. May said that
the type of seizure that she was experiencing was life-threatening because it prevents oxygen
from going to the brain for way too long. I ran to my car and called on the radio for emergency assistance and just waited for someone to come back to me, Jon said. Mike called 999 right
away, and was able to relay messages, including medical instructions and updates, between
dispatch and Jon. Within twenty minutes, paramedics arrived at the campsite and took May to
a nearby hospital, where she was treated. If it weren't for us with radios, I don't think she
would have got help in time — it could have been a worse outcome.
According to first-responder Garry Austin-Thompson, who was first on the scene, She suffered
from extreme epilepsy, and it was vital to restore her oxygen levels, particularly to the brain.
There wasn't a moment to lose...and the radio hams played a vital part. He said it sounds like
she'll make a full recovery.

Garry Austin-Thompson
You can read this story in the BBC, the
West Somerset Free Press, and the Mirror.
Mike, May, and Jon reunited in person
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Annual Christmas Potluck
In photos
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Annual Christmas Potluck
In photos

Yes, there are many photos in this issue, but we’re so sorry we had to leave out many
good ones, a good problem to have, thanks to Joe!
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New Hams and
Upgrades
New hams
KK7CDF = Matthew Thornton

KK7CQR = Timothy Shurtz

KK7CEH = Cho Gagne

KK7CTE = Christopher Benson

KK7CGR = Chad Merrill

KK7CXO = Ethan Bown

KK7CKZ = Jereme Manhart

KK7CYE = Ethan Bean

KK7CPP = Jon Mageno

KK7CZV = Jeff Smith

KK7CPQ = David Roberts

KK7DAH = Clint Wilson

KK7CQF = Kazuki Arakaki

KK7DAZ = Rodney Erickson

KK7CQG = Tanner Bean
KK7CQI = Casey Brown
KK7CQJ = Kylie Brown
KK7CQM = Christian Degn
KK7CQN = Pietr Mikkelsen
KK7CQP = Doug Rawlinson
KK7CQQ = Scott Sandstrom

Upgraded hams
W8LIS = Thomas Cooper (General)
KG7JYU = Heath Hales (General)
W7KLA = Jim Cooper (Extra)

Congratulations to all these diligent folks! We look forward to hearing you
on the radio soon.
14
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Events
Upcoming happenings

Winter Field Day
The publication of this newsletter issue closely coincides with our 2022 Winter Field Day, so
we won’t have photos, results, or other information following up on it, until the next issue. Let
this spot be a reminder, therefore, that the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club is planning to participate in Winter Field Day 2022 at the Lindon Marina, and all are invited.
We’ll be setting up our station as early as Friday January 28, but we’ll actually be on the air,
calling CQ Field Day! from noon Saturday January 29 through noon Sunday. We’ll need help
setting up antennas, radios, and other parts of our three stations starting early Saturday morning. Afterwards, we’ll need help taking it all down Sunday right at noon too. Bring gloves.
The club will provide dinner in the form of pizza and soft drinks between 5 pm and 6 pm Saturday January 29 inside or next to one of the trailers. All hams and their families are welcome
to join the fun! This might be your opportunity to get on the air and make your first HF contact, even if you have no license. This is the link to the location. And this is the link to our Winter Field Day information page.

76ers Annual Barbecue
Lynn Hancock K7LSH and Carl Pockrus WE7OMG have once again secured the pavilion at Highland Glen Park for our annual barbecue, this year on Saturday June 4, from 10 am to 3 pm.
If all goes as planned, we’ll have a fox hunt, an HF station set up for you to get on the air, and
a door prize drawing. If you’d like to contribute toward the food or door prizes, please alert
Carl or Jeremy Giovannoni K7TEH.
We hope by then we can remove our face coverings and shake each others’ hands, but we’ll
have to play it by ear, and update you during the nets and on Facebook, as we get closer.

Summer Field Day
Is it too early to give everybody a heads up for Field Day 2022? Our location this year will be a
little different from that of past years, in that, instead of parking in the usual loop we normally
use up Co-Op Creek, we plan to be stationed up Chicken Creek, about 3 miles to the southeast, at an open location. More details later.

The Ugly Antenna Contest
Yes, we’re still planning to hold our first-ever Ugly Antenna Contest. Anybody can enter an antenna into the contest, but the owner must demonstrate that it can transmit farther than a city
block on an amateur frequency. We’ll have three judges who’ll decide which working antenna
is the ugliest. The top three will win prizes, but first place wins a used HF radio.
We’re hoping to hold it in connection with the Ham Radio Fair on Thursday 14 July 2022, but
the location has yet to be finalized. We’re getting closer, so stay tuned!
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Brass Tacks
An in-depth look at a radio-related topic

The crystal oscillator
Pretty much every electronic device in existence requires a
reference signal whose voltage rises and falls, either sinusoidally or digitally, constantly and consistently; that is, at
the same, unchanging frequency. Devices such as computers, cell phones, TVs, Wi-Fi routers, vehicles, and yes, ham
radios, all require alternating signals they can count on.
Most sub-components of these devices perform some critical function based on the steady cadence synchronized by
that signal, often called a clock, which in turn is driven by
an oscillator.
An electronic oscillator is a circuit or device that turns a
DC voltage into a steady, periodic waveform, such as a
sine wave or a square wave. There are many types and varieties of oscillators, of which the crystal oscillator is one, but how it works is a mystery to
most. And to understand how the crystal oscillator works first requires an understanding of
the workings at the very heart, an actual piece of (quartz or ceramic, for example) crystal.
Note: this is very different from that of a crystal radio, which was covered in another article.

How it works
In 1880, two brothers of the French-most names you can think of, Pierre and Jacques Curie,
were investigating the effects of temperature on crystalline structures. Their experiments led
them to demonstrate that applying physical pressure on crystals can result in the crystals generating an electric voltage (potential difference between the two pressured sides of the crystal.) A year later, they confirmed the reverse effect, that applying a voltage to a crystal can
slightly deform its physical structure.

In a crystalline lattice, the physical structure is held in place by each atom's electron forces
balanced against the forces, locations, and distances of surrounding atoms. Because the lattice
is electrically symmetrical, the net charge in any lattice cell is zero. When pressure is exerted
on the lattice, the structure deforms a little, resulting in a small change in charge separation,
positive one way and negative the other way, creating an electric dipole. This electric dipole
then produces a net non-zero electric field, which presents a potential difference (voltage) between the sides of the crystal lattice. This process is known as the piezoelectric effect.
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Brass Tacks
continued

When the pressure is released, elasticity causes the lattice structure to spring back in the opposite direction, which in turn produces a voltage in the opposite polarity. The lattice then
springs back yet again the other way, and the whole cycle repeats, over and over, until the lattice returns to its original, stable shape. The number of complete cycles per second that the
crystal makes is known as its resonant frequency, which is largely determined by the crystal's
material type and geometry (length-width-height dimensions); the thinner the crystal, the higher its resonant frequency.
The reverse effect is that, when a voltage is applied to the crystal lattice, the voltage potential
difference causes the internal electric fields to polarize within each lattice cell. This electric
field change in turn causes the physical structure of the crystal to deform slightly. So, applying
pressure will affect the voltage across the crystal slightly, and applying a voltage across the
crystal will affect its shape slightly, meaning the process is reversible.

The crystal oscillator
When a DC voltage is first applied to the crystal, it microscopically deforms, but then like a
spring, bounces back-and-forth, and eventually levels off. This is kind of like connecting a ball
to the middle of a long rubber band, stretching from your floor to your ceiling. When you
strike the ball sideways, it bounces away, then back again, but eventually slows down to a
standstill due to elasticity and air friction. So, by itself, a crystal is less-than-useful, except for
a very short period of time. Then, when the voltage is removed, it re-deforms again, like a
spring, back-and-forth, until it levels back to sitting still.
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Brass Tacks
continued

If an inverter is placed across the crystal, however, then when the DC signal is applied, the
crystal deforms like before, and the deformation is reinforced by the signal from the inverter,
acting like an amplifier. The combination of the inverting gain (180-degree phase shift) of the
pi network (made by the capacitors) and the negative gain from the inverter and feedback resistor, provides positive feedback, the result of which is oscillation.

Resonator circuit, showing the inverter, and a commercial resonator
After that, the battery DC is only required to supply the little bit of energy lost in the inverter
and resistor. This is known as a crystal resonator. Kind of like the same ball-and-rubber band
setup you had, but after striking the ball, when it bounces back, you strike it again in the same
direction, repeat the cycle, and the ball will keep going back-and-forth indefinitely, with you
supplying the energy lost in air friction and elastic reformation.

Complete crystal oscillator, and oscillator schematic, showing a transistor inverter
Now, using the same crystal resonator, only changing the time it takes for the voltage to appear on the opposite side of the crystal, we can actually control its frequency. There are several ways to accomplish this, and one of the simplest is with a resistor and capacitor together,
using them to control the time constant of the rising and falling voltages. This is known as a
crystal oscillator.
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Brass Tacks
continued

So, why use a crystal oscillator, over another type? Because crystal oscillators tend to be more
stable, more resistant to temperature change, possess automatic amplitude control, are less
expensive, occupy less circuit board space, easier by which to obtain a precision frequency,
are available in very high frequencies, and exhibit high Q, requiring less energy to maintain a
constant frequency. Also, raw crystal material, from which to manufacture crystal oscillators,
are plentiful. With all those advantages, why use any other? Because crystal oscillators in very
low (audio, for example) frequencies are not easily manufactured or available.

Applications
As mentioned, there are numerous uses for oscillators, and one of the most important uses for
a reference crystal oscillator in the context of amateur radio is a frequency synthesizer. In the
early days of radio, an operator could change bands by swapping out crystal resonators for
one that supports the target band. (Using the term "rock" for an individual crystal, we often
referred to those kinds of rigs as "rock-bound".) Then, using a bandspread or some other finetuning method, the operator could change frequencies within that band. Some channelized
radios (military, commercial, aeronautical, marine) required the swapping of crystals for every
frequency tuned to, since no fine-tuning control was needed.
Today, all the bands and individual frequencies required by each transceiver are provided
by a frequency synthesizer, which uses a crystal oscillator for its reference frequency. The
synthesizer uses digital logic to multiply and
divide the oscillator frequency, and create
(synthesize) all signals of the frequencies required by the rig.
Another major application of the crystal oscillator is the clock signal required by DSP
(digital signal processing) and direct sampling
in the modern amateur transceiver. These provide the mixing and filtering far less expensively than corresponding analog circuits, and
can process incoming signals very efficiently,
eliminating the need for expensive and complex (error-prone) superheterodyne circuitry.

Summary
An oscillator is used in many modern electronic devices, and provides a continuous clock signal of a very consistent frequency. We can take advantage of the piezoelectric nature of a
quartz crystal, to create an oscillator by applying a DC voltage in repeated 180-deg phase
shifts. One important application of an accurate oscillator is the frequency synthesizer in a radio, to produce our bands of frequencies that allow us to select on which one to communicate.
Another is digital signal processing, which provides for very nice filtering of otherwise interfering signals.
Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)
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Dear Annette
What’s on your mind? Serious, humorous, technical, and thoughtful answers to your deepest, (mostly) ham-related questions.

Dear Annette:
Can two power supplies be placed in parallel,
like a pair of batteries, to increase the output
amperage?

Mike in Odessa

to use “zed” instead of “Z” on the radio. The
US is one of the few English-speaking countries that does not say “zed” for Z, so many of
us hams are not used to hearing it. Keep in
mind that “zed” should not be confused with
the phonetic “zulu” for the letter zed.

Dear Mike:
On one hand, yes, two power supplies can be
connected in parallel, to provide more output
power; on the other hand, I don’t recommend
that practice, because it’s so easy to omit the
steps necessary to ensure a safe operation.
First, the two power supplies should be the
kinds that are designed for parallel operation.
But even power supplies made for parallel
connection come in two types: redundant
power and shared power. Increasing the available power requires supplies with currentsharing circuitry, which sounds like what
you’re after. A redundant power supply is a
fail-over device, such that if one supply fails,
the other takes over, so that only the power
from one of the supplies is available to you at
any one time, not what you’re asking for. Second, though not always critical, I recommend
that both power supplies be identical makes
and models (and set to identical output voltages), to minimize differences in load effects,
efficiency loss, and RFI (radio frequency interference).

Dear Annette:
What is the best way to learn code?
Reynolds in Orem
Dear Reynolds:
Not everybody learns the same way, but
here's what worked for me:
1. Once I got barely the characters (alphabet,
numerals, and main special characters) under
my belt, I listened at 10 wpm, but at 5 wpm
spacing.
2. Don't count dits and dahs. Listen for the
sound of the letter. Later, you'll come to listen for the sound of the word or abbreviation.
3. Practice daily, even just ten minutes. Don't
let a day go by without it, because it goes
away so quickly.
4. Get on the air ASAP and learn the term
"QRS" well.
Dear Annette:

Dear Annette:

The other day I heard somebody say his call
sign, and he ended it with “zed” which I later
learned stands for the letter Z. Are we supposed to use “zed” instead of “Z” when talking on the radio?
Pam in American Fork
Dear Pam:
On one hand, the letter Z sounds a lot like C
or E or 3 on the radio, and “zed” helps clarify
the letter Z. On the other hand, it’s not a rule
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Does using LOTW require an ARRL membership?
Perry in Orem
Dear Perry:
You do not need to be a member of ARRL to
use Logbook of the World.
Got a question for Dear Annette? Email it to
uvarcshack@gmail.com and include your
town name. Sorry, no guarantees.

The Amateur in You, Part 1
What have you been pondering?

You might want to install an outdoor antenna
If you're relatively new to ham, you probably
use a handheld radio with a stock antenna
that we call a rubber duck, or a whip antenna,
such as one by Nagoya, Signal Stuff, or even
ABBREE. That antenna might actually have
served you well, for the most part, but once
in awhile, it seems you just aren't able to hit
a repeater that others seem to reach easily.
You might also find that you need to either
move to that sweet spot in your house, where
you get the best signal reports, or go outside.
There's nothing like an antenna that's sticking up over your roof, to get your little signal
out as far as your radio can throw it. An outdoor antenna is almost worth its weight in
gold, and has the ability to send your voice to
distant lands, or at least out of the county.
You've no doubt noticed that you can hear
others just fine, using your whip antenna indoors, but for them to hear you is often a different story. Having that outdoor antenna can
not only improve your radio experience, it
can be yet another step in your preparedness
lifeline.

Type and care
There are many outdoor antennas to choose
from, that you can connect to your handheld
radio, and most work very well. If you wonder
which you should get, talk to other hams in
your club or your neighborhood, to see what
they use and recommend. A Pockrus J-pole is
probably the best-performing antenna you
can get for the price. It doesn't need to be tall
or large to serve you well, but in general, the
taller the better. You're going to need a
length of coax and a pigtail or adapter, to
connect your radio to that antenna.
Your outdoor antenna and coax will get wet,
and chances are, they're made for rain and
snow and ice, so getting wet shouldn't be a
problem. The part you don't want to get wet
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is your connector, between
your coax and your antenna.
Most connectors aren't waterproof, and need some
sort of protection from inclement weather. If you wrap
your connector tightly with
self-sealing silicone tape, it'll
remain free from damaging
moisture. Most modern coaxial cable is outfitted with
jackets that are protected
from damaging ultraviolet
radiation, so that's not typically a concern today.

Alternatives
It's true that many people,
for whatever reason, aren't
able to install an antenna
outside their homes. Turns
out, however, that there are
alternatives, though not ideal, that can still help get
your signal out farther than
an indoor whip antenna. One approach is to
install the Pockrus J-pole in your attic. If
worse comes to worse, you can lean your
Pockrus J-pole antenna against a window or
sliding glass door. Another alternative is to
place a stealth Ed Fong antenna on your roof,
because it blends in with all the other pipes
sticking out up there. Another possibility is to
mount a vertical antenna on a flagpole out in
your front or side yard.
So, there are ways to make your signal heard
father away than what your little rubber duck
can do for you. Ideally, it's an outdoor antenna on your roof, but there are alternatives for
those who aren't able to put one out in public
view.

The Amateur in You, Part 2
What have you been pondering?

How is coaxial cable 50 ohms?
Some time ago, I read a blog question posted
by a young man who recently purchased
some coaxial cable. And because he was
planning to use it for ham radio, he made
sure that it was listed at 50 ohms.
But when he received the cable and measured
it with an ohmmeter, he found that it read
like an open circuit between the center conductor and the shield. He measured the
shield from one end to the other, and then
the center conductor the same way, and they
were dead shorts, nearly zero ohms, as expected. But, when he measured the resistance
between the center conductor on one end
and the shield on the other end, it still
showed infinite resistance, instead of 50
ohms. He was ready to return the coax, but
thought he had better ask about it first.
What the young ham discovered was correct,
if his coax was in good shape. But if that’s
the case, then where do we get this notion of
50 ohms impedance for coaxial cable?
The following diagram generalizes the appearance of almost any transmission line,
such as coax, in which Ldx is the inductance
per unit length and Cdx is the capacitance
per unit length:

be very small, in the order of micro-siemens
per foot. The generalized equation for transmission line impedance is defined as

in which s is the imaginary unit and frequency, or j2πf. If R and G are as small (effectively
zero) as we believe, then the frequencies (the
two s variables) cancel, and we have Z0,
known as the characteristic impedance:

For example, given that RG-8X cable exhibits
0.077 µH/ft and 30.8 pF/ft, the Z0 for RG-8X
= √[(0.077 µH/ft)/(30.8 pF/ft)] = 50 ohms.
But if the frequency values cancel (because
the cable resistance and conductance values
are so low), it means this characteristic impedance holds, regardless of frequency. In
real-life, however, cables do have an upper
usable frequency limit. RG-8X can by used to
1.0 GHz and LMR-400 can be used to 6.0
GHz, for example.
Because the coax inductance and capacitance
are the result of cable geometry, the characteristic impedance can also be defined by

The cable does indeed exhibit some resistance, labeled Rdx, but that value tends to
be rather small, typically less than a third of
an ohm for 100 feet of RG-8X and less than a
tenth of an ohm for 100 feet of LMR-400, for
example. The conductance, labeled Gdx, is
the reciprocal of the huge resistance between
the center conductor and shield, so tends to
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in which D is the inner diameter of the outer
conductor, d is the diameter of the inner conductor, and εr is the relative permeability of
the dielectric material. And now you know
how coaxial cable has a characteristic impedance of 50 ohms.
Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)

Hot Tips
Good info for the new ham, and old stuff to refresh
your memory

Move up to a mobile radio
You might have discovered that your little
handheld radio is a wonder of science, enabling you to communicate with friends, loved
ones, and others, for fun or in a moment of
need. But if you've used it enough, you've also
discovered that the little guy has a few limitations. Some of these limitations can be resolved by a change in your transmitting location or a better antenna. But there are times
when it would be nice to have a little more
juice behind that signal of yours. If this extra
signal boost is on your mind, then purchasing
a mobile radio might just be for you.

to the car's antenna and battery, you can easily remove your HT and take it with you when
you get out of your vehicle, because it carries
its own *power supply* and antenna.

At home
Many hams have a mobile radio at home as
their *base* unit; that is, their main home radio, where they transmit for nets, for emergency, and for ragchewing. Keep in mind that
a home base like this requires an external
power supply, an external antenna, and coaxial cable. Your power supply for this home mobile radio should be able to supply 30 amps,
even though your radio specifications state
that it requires much lower. For the antenna,
use a Pockrus J-pole. For coax, use RG-8X, terminated on both ends with PL-259 connectors.

A mobile radio is a transceiver that's typically
larger in physical size than most HTs
(handheld transceivers), and can normally
transmit on a higher power level than most
HTs. Most require an external power supply
and an external antenna, and most come with Portable
an external hand microphone. And most hams
use mobile radios in any of three ways: in a In the context of mobile radio, the term
*portable* means the ability to quickly grab a
vehicle, at home, or portable.
radio that's more powerful than an HT, but yet
In a vehicle
available enough for you to collect it (along
A mobile radio was obviously designed to be with its battery, antenna, and coaxial cable),
installed and used in your car, truck, or RV, and head out the door. Portable can also refer
which offers the convenience of having great to the ability to carry a radio more powerful
communication ability from the comfort of than an HT with you on a hike or a bike trip.
your vehicle. If your mobile radio and antenna
are installed more or less permanently, all you
need to do is pick up your mic and push the
PTT. Also, if your service is needed at a location away from your home or work, your mobile can help you communicate and stay informed while traveling.

Most HTs can transmit a maximum of 4 to 8
watts, depending on the model, while most
mobiles can transmit 5 watts at their lowest
setting. There are times when the extra power
is helpful to get around buildings, get down
the canyon, and be heard on that distant repeater, and a mobile can often do the trick.

Can you do this with an HT? Yes; in fact, you
can connect your HT to an outside-mounted
antenna (mag-mount, lip-mount, or holemount) and your signal will be heard much
better and farther than it could with any whip
or duck antenna. Furthermore, unlike a true
mobile radio, which is tethered by connections

Please understand that this is not meant to
have you rush out and spend your hard-earned
cash on new hardware. It's only meant to offer
you an option, in case you're getting tired of
bad signal reports and the need to constantly
repeat yourself over the air, in spite of having
installed a superior antenna.
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DIY
Worthwhile projects you can build on your own

2-meter copper tape antenna
If you’ve ever been stuck in a hospital room for a few days, or in a hotel or stateroom while
traveling, yet still need your fix for your ham radio addiction, you might have found yourself
accidentally stowing your HT (handheld transceiver) among your things. You know that a good
antenna is what will make that little guy shine, and while it would be nice to drag your Pockrus
J-pole around wherever you go, that might not be very practical at times.
Unless you’re headed to prison, chances are you’ll have a window at your temporary lodgings.
And a window is all you’ll need, to mount this 2-meter copper tape antenna. Understand that
you might face two disadvantages of the tape antenna, one of which is that it won’t likely deliver the performance of the Pockrus J-pole. The second is that your antenna is at the mercy of
whatever direction your window is facing, so if it’s facing away from your repeaters, your signal might not reach where you want. But the tape antenna on your window is still better than
a whip antenna inside your room.
Don’t let the simplicity of the tape antenna construction fool you; it’s a true performer, yet
doesn’t require a lot of parts, time, or effort to make one. Let’s dig in.

Parts list
7 feet of 10 mm adhesive copper tape
One PL-259 / SO-239 on LMR-240UF jumper
A hot (60 W) soldering iron, some solder, heat shrink tubing, and masking tape will be helpful

Construction
Cut the coax jumper in half, decide which end you want to use. I recommend the PL-259 end for most HT pigtails, but I’m going to use
the SO-239 in this article, so that I can connect a separate piece of
coax to extend its length later. Strip about two inches of the cut end
of the coax jumper. Tin both exposed conductors, twist and trim the
shield, then apply heat shrink tubing over all but ¼˝ of the tinned
shield.
If you find it difficult for solder to flow onto the twisted braid,
because of its alloy type, try smearing a small amount of solder flux
on it, then use a hot, tinned soldering iron to flow the solder onto
the braid.
Cut two strips of the copper
tape, about 19½˝ each, then peel back about an inch off
one end of each. Don’t remove the entire backing until
you’re ready to mount it on your wndow. For each copper
tape, stick the exposed adhesive to a piece of clean
glass, metal, or ceramic that won’t get burned too badly
by your soldering iron. Tin about ¼˝ of the tape end.
Finally, solder the tinned ends of the coax to the tinned
ends of the copper tapes.
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DIY, continued
2-meter copper tape antenna

Not perfect, but not bad either

Test time
Without removing the adhesive backing from the copper tape, use some masking tape to hold
the antenna to a window, so that it’s oriented vertically (pointed up-and-down), and as far
away from metal as you can get it. Align the two elements exactly straight up and straight
down, leaving about 1/8˝ of gap between them. Use more masking tape to hold the coax in
place, to relieve the strain on the copper tape, and to keep the coax pointed horizontally away
from the copper tape. Remove the adhesive backing, and secure the copper tape (you don’t
actually have to remove it.) Use an ohmmeter to ensure there are no shorts and that there is
continuity where it should be continuous. Connect
the coax to your analyzer on 2 meters, and test
away.
Connect an appropriate pigtail adapter between the
antenna coax and your radio, and ask people how
you sound. I made contacts through several of the
local repeaters, plus folks on our local simplex net.
The height of this antenna was definitely a disadvantage compared with my rooftop antenna, coupled
with the fact that it’s inside my house, which is surrounded by metal siding.

The result
This window tape antenna is nothing more than a
vertically oriented 2-meter half-wave dipole, and performs well. One thing to keep in mind, if you do plan
to use it in a hospital, is that many health care facilities have windows that are tinted with a slightly metallic film, making it a bit more difficult for a signal
to penetrate than a purely glass window. Still, it’s
better than nothing, which many hams unfortunately
face.
Noji Ratzlaff, KNØJI (kn0ji@arrl.net)
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Living in the Past
Historical perspective

Refining Maxwell’s equations
As far as renowned physicists go, Albert Einstein was once
asked whether he stood on the shoulders of Isaac Newton, to
which Einstein replied, No, I stand on the shoulders of Maxwell. James Clerk Maxwell was considered the mathematician
who had the greatest influence on physics up to that time,
having revolutionized the entire field of electrodynamics in
the scientific community with his twenty brilliant equations
relating charge, the electric field, and the magnetic field.
Who, then, would hold any respect for a non-PhD engineer,
who dared to refine anything that Maxwell developed? A
young man named Oliver Heaviside, high school dropout and
self-educated engineer and mathematician, was fascinated
with Maxwell’s work, but said (paraphrased), I can do better.

Uneducated genius
Oliver Heaviside was one of those heavily maligned geniuses
who came up with ideas, formulas, and proofs that many
mathematicians of his day had dismissed as foolish babbling
by an uneducated engineer-wannabe, simply because they couldn’t understand them. In 1884,
Heaviside reduced Maxwell’s twenty equations down to the four we know today, and so should
probably more correctly be attributed as Heaviside’s Equations. Like many of his day, some of
Heaviside’s work was not understood, let alone proven, until after he had passed away.
Although vector calculus preceded Heaviside, he developed it into the forms we use today in
modern physics. Heaviside introduced the idea of gravitational waves. He invented the Heaviside step function, which calculates the current when a circuit is switched on. He came up with
a mathematical transform that closely resembles today’s Laplace Transform, which allows
many mechanisms of ordinary differential equations to be treated like algebraic operations.
Heaviside also developed the Poynting vector the same time as John Henry Poynting.

Achievements
In 1901, Guglielmo Marconi received the first trans-Atlantic wireless transmission, but it was
not well understood how the signal survived the trip across the ocean. In 1902, Oliver Heaviside proposed the idea that the Earth is surrounded by an upper atmospheric layer of ionized
gas. The term ionosphere wasn’t coined until 1926, but it was Heaviside (and independently,
Arthur Kennelly) who predicted the existence of the ionospheric E-layer (later called the Heaviside Layer), which plays an important role in amateur radio propagation. (Interestingly, the
name emerged in public at least once through Andrew Lloyd Webber’s musical Cats through
the song Journey to the Heaviside Layer.)
Heaviside was inducted as a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1891, for his insight into operational
and vector calculus. As J.Z. Buchwald once said of Heaviside, A mathematical thinker whose
work long failed to secure the recognition its brilliance deserved.
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Side of Bacon
A little ham humor
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For Your Insight
Information you could use

Club meeting format

Monthly meeting help

Here’s the usual agenda for club meetings, at
the Orem City Council Chamber Room, 56 N
State St:

We’re grateful for the volunteers who help
with various tasks that make our club night
just that much more friendly and useful to
everybody. Monthly, we need help with

Talk-in frequency on the club repeaters
6:30 pm : Eyeball QSO
socialize / put faces with call signs
radio programmers available to help you
6:45 pm : Call the meeting to order
meeting lineup (agenda)
announcements / nets / awards / calendar
7:00 pm : Discussion / breakout session
discussions typically involve everybody
breakouts split into separate groups
7:45 pm : Door prizes

7:55 pm : Dismiss and disassemble
8:00 pm : Club QSY to a local eatery
Something you’d like to see at the meetings?

programming radios (thanks, Loren / Ralph /
Mickey!)
taking photos or videos during the meeting
operating the talk-in radio
setting up tables and chairs (thanks, Heath!)

Lynx
Websites for your education and leisure
Ham radio equipment
Ham Radio Nets
Radio programming

76ers Group and UVARC Group pages
Utah Ham Radio Exam Schedule
Send your input to uvarcshack@gmail.com

Questions of the Month

Test your knowledge (answers next page)

G7CØ6 : What should be the impedance of a low-pass filter as compared to the impedance of
the transmission line into which it is inserted?
A.
B.
C.
D.

Substantially higher
About the same
Substantially lower
Twice the transmission line impedance

E4C13 : How does a narrow-band roofing filter affect receiver performance?
A.
B.
C.
D.
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It improves sensitivity by reducing front end noise
It improves intelligibility by using low Q circuitry to reduce ringing
It improves dynamic range by attenuating strong signals near the receive frequency
All these choices are correct
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Calendar
What’s happening
(times are Mountain Time)

Utah County Ham Exam Sessions

Club Meeting Calendar (6:30 pm)

BYU J. Reuben Clark Law School building

On YouTube Live, and Facebook Live
February 3
March 3
April 7
May 5

Sign up at HamStudy.org/sessions
Wed Feb 16, 7:00 to 8:30 pm
Sat Feb 19, 2:30 to 5:00 pm
Wed Mar 16, 7:00 to 8:30 pm
Sat Mar 19, 2:30 to 5:00 pm
Sat Apr 17, 2:30 to 5:00 pm
Wed Apr 20, 7:00 to 8:30 pm

Provo One-day Technician Courses*
Third Saturday Monthly at 8:00 am
BYU Law School Bldg, First Floor
* September through April

2022 Orem Ham Radio Courses
Sign up at psclass.orem.org
General : Tue Mar 22, 29, Apr 5, 12
Technician : Canceled
Extra : Tue Jul 12, 19, 26, Aug 2, 9
Technician : Tue Sep 20, 27, Oct 4, 11

Upcoming Contests

June 2

July 14@

August 4
September 1
* Potluck at the Orem Friendship Center
@

Ham Radio Fair, location TBA

Regular Nets
UVARC Ladies’ Net, Tue 7 pm, 146.780
DMR Utah Net, Wed 6 pm, TG 3149, CC 1
Utah 76’ers, Wed 7 pm, 146.760
UVARC HF Net, Wed 9 pm, 28.345 / 7.220
UVARC New Ham Net, Thu 7 pm, 146.780
CERT Ham Net, 2nd, 4th Thu 8:pm, 146.780
UVARC 2-meter SSB Net, Thu 9 pm, 144.234
Utah County 6 meters, Fri 8 pm, 50.140
Family History Net, Sat 8 pm, 146.780
UVARC Family Net, Sun 3:30 pm, 146.780
See a larger list of nets at noji.com/nets
ARRL International DX Contest (SSB)

State QSO Parties

5 pm Fri Mar 4 to 5 pm Sat Mar 6

Sat Feb 5 : VT, MN, BC

CQ World-wide WPX Contest, SSB

State QSO Parties

6 pm Fri Mar 25 to 6 pm Sun Mar 27

Sat Feb 27 : SC, NC

See a larger list at contestcalendar.com

Answers to the Questions of the Month
G7CØ6 : B ( About the same )
E4C13 : C ( It improves dynamic range by attenuating strong signals near the receive
frequency )
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Across the Pond
That is, the Utah Lake ‘pond’

Eagle Mountain ham radio activities
This is a list of amateur radio activities that are organized near Eagle Mountain, primarily by
Dave Becar KI6OSS. Unless otherwise noted, all these activities will be held at the Eagle Mountain City Hall, 1650 Stagecoach Run. Please contact Dave at dbecar@charter.net to register for
any of the classes or exams, for any additional information, or with questions in general.

March 2022 Technician Course

September 2022 Technician Course

Thu 03 March, 7 to 9 pm

Thu 01 September, 7 to 9 pm

Wed 16 March, 7 to 9 pm

Wed 14 September, 7 to 9 pm

Thu 24 March, 7 to 9 pm

Thu 22 September, 7 to 9 pm

Thu 31 March, 7 to 9 pm

Thu 29 September, 7 to 9 pm

Thu 07 April, 7 to 9 pm

Thu 06 October, 7 to 9 pm

Ham Radio Exam Session
Sat 09 April, 10 am

Hands-on Class
Thu 03 November, 7 to 8 pm

Open to all, for any license class

Hands-on Class
Thu 05 May, 7 to 8 pm

June 2022 General Course
Thu 26 May, 7 to 9 pm
Thu 02 June, 7 to 9 pm
Wed 15 June, 7 to 9 pm
Thu 23 June, 7 to 9 pm
Thu 30 June, 7 to 9 pm

Ham Radio Exam Session
Sat 02 July, 10 am
Open to all, for any license class

Ham Radio Nets
Eagle Mountain ECT Net
Sundays, 9 pm 145.230– MHz (131.8 Hz)
Eagle Mountain Chimney Rock Stake
Sundays 8:30 pm 446.500 (s)
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Eagle Mountain Central Stake
Saturday 8 pm 145.650 (s)

Vendors
For your convenience

Pockrus Joystick J-pole
$25, open-stub aluminum half-wave, dual-band J-pole antenna
$35, 6-meter dipole, $20 for the 220 MHz (1.25 m) antenna
by Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG (email omgantennas@gmail.com to order)
Half-wave performance, solid construction, weather-proof, low wind-load
Probably the best-performing outdoor antenna you can get for the price
Super-Elastic Signal Stick
$20, vertical quarter-wave flexible antenna
by Richard Bateman, KD7BBC, of SignalStuff (and maker of HamStudy)
Super-performing antenna for your HT (handheld transceiver)
Visit SignalStuff and select SMA-Male, SMA-Female, or BNC
Ham Radio Podcasts v1.50
by Trevor Holyoak, AG7GX (email android@holyoak.com)

Stream podcasts (such as 100 Watts and a Wire, Amateur Radio Newsline, ARRL Audio News, etc.) or download for later listening
For Android 4.1 and up (ad-free available for purchase)
Club Logo and Call Sign Embroidering
Want your call sign or name (or both!) embroidered on your shirt, your hoodie,
your duffle? Or how about a club patch with your call sign?
by Glenna Gardner, WE7SEW (glenna0354@gmail.com or text 801-592-2503)
Call sign or name = $5, Both = $8, UVARC patch = $5, Patch with call = $9
Portable Aluminum J-pole
$60, sectioned, open-stub aluminum half-wave, dual-band J-pole antenna
by Stan, KJ7BDV and Kent, N7EKF (email skantenna@yahoo.com for info or call 801-372-7260)
Complete antenna breaks down into a compact 2˝ x 6˝ x 12˝ package weighing only 3 lbs,
perfect for backpacking and portable work where you really need a good 2-meter antenna
HamBadgers
Amateur radio name badges and other products
$10, official UVARC ham radio name badge with the club logo
Visit Ham Badgers and select Ham Radio Clubs > Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club
Email Eric Palmatier at hambadgers@gmail.com or call 919-249-8704
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Where everybody knows your call sign
Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club
PO Box 1288
K7UVA
Phone/Text: 801-38-1865
Email: k7uva@arrl.net
Repeaters: 146.780–, 100.0
448.200–, 100.0 224.560–, 100.0
145.250-, 100.0 448.225-, 100.0
Newsletter input?
Email uvarcshack@gmail.com
Need help?
Email uvarcelmer@gmail.com

See all our newsletters on
uvarc.club

We are the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, a 501(c)(3) nonprofit (EIN 81-360-6416) Utah corporation that was organized in
an obscure Orem fire station on 02-05-2016 to provide amateur
radio enthusiasts in Utah County and surrounding areas a way
to gather and discuss all things ham. Our primary purposes are
to provide a local amateur radio resource, help new hams in
their new-found adventures, and to give more experienced
hams a reason to share their wealth of knowledge and wisdom
in a friendly atmosphere of fellowship. We’re an ARRL Affiliate
and work in cooperation with the Utah VHF Society, but are not
subsidiary to them, to ARRL, ARES, or any other organization,
although many of our members and leaders might also belong
to the same.
This newsletter is copyrighted and published by the Utah Valley Amateur Radio Club, and its purpose is to convey the tone
and temperament of the club, to inform and entertain its members, and to entice the rest. To join, go to uvarc.club/join, then
sign up at www.facebook.com/groups/uvarc/ to stay informed.
For more information about our club or about amateur (ham)
radio in general, please email or text or call us.
More than just a club, we invite you to become part of a great
ham radio movement in Utah Valley

Our fearless leadership
Presidency
President........................... Noji Ratzlaff
Vice President ............... Chad Buttars
Secretary ........................ Caryn Alarcon
Activities ......................... Wendy Shoop
Technology................ Trevor Holyoak

Board of Directors
Richard Bateman, KD7BBC
Carl Pockrus, WE7OMG
Aubrey Mikkelsen, K7GUM

Jeff McGrath, N1SC
Jody Dollar, K7BUX
Jeremy Giovannoni, K7TEH
Brad Kirk, AF7FP
Alma Perry, W1ZGY
Loren Chandler, WB1KE
James Brown, W7JHB
Harry English, AA1HE

Club Sponsor
Heath Stevenson
Orem City Emergency Manager

From all of us to you, 73

Indie Hooton, daughter of Kelly Hooton KR1KET, with one of her
best friends

